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Agenda

• Student hours – extended starting next week (will announce online)

• Recap: agents + search

• What is uncertainty in state

• Representing uncertainty in state with Bayes nets

• Recent research

• But first…





Scene

Agents search and plan

using heuristics and cost functions

over states.



Uncertainty causes 
variability/variation
• Variation means branching

• Search: each edge is an action

• Deterministic case: only actions and time 
change state

• Uncertainty: each action may land in a 
different state

• Example: one opponent token may be 

randomly deleted after your move

• How to model this?

https://www.neverstopbuilding.com/blog/minimax Do stuff on board



Representing state

• Tic tac toe: can represent as a vector

• Uncertainty over values in the vector

• Uncertainty due to game mechanics

• What about more complicated environments?



Example: Uncertainty in the Environment

What kinds of uncertainty might there be?



Sources of uncertainty

• Object uncertainty: presence or absence of an object

• Measurement error: bias that you might have uncertainty about

• Low-frequency events: may not have enough data to estimate

• Environmental randomness: truly random vs. population-based



Types of uncertainty

Epistemic (belief) Aleatory (“truly random”)

Implications for agent learning.



Break reasoning into events and objects

• States are composed of objects that have features that have values

• Can reason about values of those features with or without events

• Without: probability of being in a certain state (not efficient!)

• Events: relate actions and their effects

• Actions may be external to the agent (e.g., performed by

another agent)



Classic event example (sort of)

Scenario: Roberto is a defense robot with not currently hooked up to 

respond to your alarm system. 

The alarm system responds to both burglaries and earthquakes. 

You ask your neighbors Fry and Leela --- who are always home --- to 

switch him to “menace mode.”

Leela always calls, but sometimes confuses the alarm with other noise. 

Fry often misses the alarm, due to watching TV too loudly.



Where’s the state?

• Roberto has a representation of your house

• Roberto has a state for “acting menacing”

• Goal: decide (probabilistically) whether to “act menacing,” 

depending on who has called. 



How to do this?

Suppose we have historic data in a table consisting of:

- Whether or not there was a burglary (B) of your house

- Whether or not there was an earthquake (E)

- Whether or not your alarm went off (A)

- Whether or not Fry called (F)

- Whether or not Leela called (L)

What do the following represent:

• One row in the table (Ri)?

• The count of duplicates of Ri 

(including Ri ), divided by the total 

number of rows (pj)?

• A table containing only unique Ri 

and their associated pj?



Factorizing P(B, E, A, F, L)

- Recall: P(B, E, A, F, L) = P(B | E, A, F, L) * P(E | A, F, L) * P(A | F, L) * P(F | L) * P(L)

= P(L | F, A, E, B) * P(F | A, E, B) * P(A | E, B) * P(E | B) * P(B)

- Background knowledge: phone calls, alarms, and burglaries don’t change whether an earthquake 
happens.

- Assumption: phone calls, alarms, and earthquakes don’t change whether burglaries happen

- Only earthquakes and burglaries set off the alarm.

- Fry and Leela only sometimes activate Roberto



Factorizing P(B, E, A, F, L)

B E

A

F L

P(B, E, A, F, L) = P(B | E, A, F, L) * P(E | A, F, L) * P(A | F, L) * P(F | L) * P(L)

= P(L | F, A, E, B) * P(F | A, E, B) * P(A | E, B) * P(E | B) * P(B)

Idea: P(v | parents(v)) = 
P(v | parents (v) ∪

parents(parents(v))…)

P( L | A) P( F | A) P( E )Do stuff on board



Don’t need to rely on jointly collected data

Important for low-probability events!

• Can use historic data to better estimate P(E) and P(B)

• Lower uncertainty over the parameters

• Can use manufacturer data for P(A | E, B)

• Then P(F | A) and P(L | A) are more about “belief”

Practically…



Why factorize?

Do stuff on board



Bayes nets are a type of “probabilistic graphical model”

• When used for learning, popular across machine learning before deep learning

• Was especially popular in NLP

• Now: mostly known for causal reasoning (later topic)

• Bleeding edge: renewed interest for explanation and fairness in deep learning

Usage



State uncertainty: 
foundational & active

• Work published 2005-2009

• Milch’s dissertation: very thorough

Kozen semantics -- theoretical CS
(FOCS 1979)

Church  -- artificial intelligence
(UAI 2008)

Scenic – programming languages
(PLDI 2019)



Next class: hands-on exercises using Bayes nets
Introduce partial observability

(bring your laptops)


